Top Ten Reasons to Study Abroad in Finland this Summer:

10. You can **earn 6 units of credit** and fulfill requirements in POLS, ISCOR, ANTH, Honors, and/or upper-division GE.

9. You’ll take summer classes in a Finnish university alongside students from around the world, and also have two SDSU professors accompanying the group.

8. You’ll see firsthand how a progressive Nordic country is facing the challenge of integrating new refugees from Syria, Afghanistan, Sudan, and other countries.

7. Finland has one of the world’s best (and most humane) education systems.

6. Finland is an outdoor paradise, with over 180,000 lakes, gorgeous forests, and a sustainable way of life.

5. We’ll experience 19 hours of sunlight per day.

4. The Finnish language is fascinating, and you’ll soon pick up handy words and phrases like **postipankki** (post office) and **Kadota kuin pieru Saharaan** (It disappeared like a fart in the Sahara).

3. Finns have their own set of national emojis, such as forest 🌲 and headbanger 🧣.

2. The program is well run and experiential. The university organizes activities for students, and some of your classes will let you engage with people in everyday settings.

1. It’s AFFORDABLE! An estimated $3700 covers not just tuition, but also housing and even a stipend for food! Various scholarships are available to lower the cost even further.